SAGE Video is a series of online collections developed in partnership with leading academics, societies, and practitioners, including many of SAGE’s own authors and academic partners, to provide a complete disciplinary resource for students, faculty, and researchers. SAGE Video has nine available collections: Business & Management, Counseling & Psychotherapy, Criminology & Criminal Justice, Education, Media, Communication & Cultural Studies, Politics & International Relations, Psychology, Sociology and Research Methods, available on the SAGE Research Methods platform. Each discipline collection supports use across higher education, from pedagogical needs for undergraduate teaching and learning to higher-level academic research.

Tell your patrons

Today’s research is complex and requires a variety of sources. SAGE Video offers researchers an up-close, interactive view into the most critical concepts related to a topic. SAGE Video provides your patrons with the following:

- Access to more than 800 hours across 2,500 videos
- Video clip creation
- Closed-captioning
- Searchable and downloadable transcripts
- Multiple citation options
- Embeddable HTML codes for web pages and learning management systems
- Abstracts for each video
- And much more!

sk.sagepub.com/video
How can SAGE Video help your patrons?

SAGE Video provides researchers with alternative, reliable sources to augment their research that are fully citable and present unique views and emerging research. Video content also helps enhance understanding of a topic by providing multiple, firsthand points of view in a flexible way that accommodates a variety of learning and research styles.

Each collection contains a multitude of different content types designed to meet the needs of different end users, such as the undergraduate student, the graduate student, faculty needing video support in their teaching, or researchers looking for content to aid their academic work.

If researchers are looking for  | Recommend
---|---
Historical footage representing key historical figures or events in their space and time | Archival Content
Keynote presentations, workshops, breakout sessions, etc. from academic conferences | Conference
Descriptions or examinations of a concept’s meaning | Definition
Thorough overviews of a subject in long-form; almost always a licensed film | Documentary
Videos showing real-world application of a theory put into practice | In Practice
Interviews with leading experts, academics, or practitioners in a field | Interview
Long-form videos of lectures covering major topics in the social sciences | Lecture
Videos from academic conferences illustrating conversation or debates between people with differing opinions and perspectives | Panel Discussion
Non-narrated footage of an event or experience, for example, classroom behavior in an elementary school or a real counseling session | Raw/Observational Footage
Tutorial films explaining the principles of a key course topic; how to understand it, how to do it, what the key points about a key topic are, etc. | Tutorial
Case studies examining a certain context or problem to help provide more information on a key course topic | Video Case

For more helpful information, click the About SAGE Video link on the bottom of the webpage.